
Fabric A  Cut 2   

Outer bag, front and 

back 

16” W x 14½” T 

ps037 

Begin cutting fabric & labeling:  Using clips/pins as you go! This is ESSENTIAL to maintaining order 

and sanity!! There are some similar sized pieces!  

The brightly colored shapes below are your cutting instructions! Cut apart and then label as you 

cut. I like to have several Roxy Bags going in various stages at any given time so:  You may re-

print this sheet by going to the  QUILTSILLUSTRATED.COM website. Always check pattern correc-

tions page. 

FOAM  Cut 2 

Outer front and 

back bag 

16” W x 11½” T 

ps037 

Fabric B  Cut 2 

Outer pockets 

16” W x 12½” T   

ps037 

Craf-Tex Cut 1     

Bottom cover     

Approx 5” x  10”   

ps037 

2½  

Square Template for boxing 

bottom of bag. Cut out. 
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Fabric A,B or C  

Turn lock tab Cut 1  

3½” x 11”    ps037 

FOAM   Cut 2 

Outer  pockets 

15” W x 11½” T   

ps037 

Fabric A, B or C Cut 2 

Rectangle Ring Tabs 

3 3/4” x 2½”      ps037 

Fabric B Cut 2  

Inner bag (lining)  

 16” W x 14” T 

ps037 

Fabric C  Cut 2  ps037 

Inner bag pockets   

16” W x 12” T  

Fabric C  Cut 1  ps037 

Bottom insert cover 

Approx 7” x  12” 

Fabric A, B OR C 

Handle Cut 2 

3 3/4”x WOF  

ps037 

PFF   Cut 2   ps037 

Inner bag, front and 

back 

15½” W x 13½” T 

PFF Cut 2  ps037 

Handle  

3 3/4” x  31” 

PFF Cut 2     ps037 

Inner pockets   

15” x 5½”                                           

FOAM  Cut 1 

Turn lock Flap 

3½”W x 5½”T 

ps037 

These grey dot la-

bels are Neutral! 

You may want to 

see what the bag 

looks like before 

actually making 

the fabric choic-

es! So cut them 

last, unless you 

are sure of fabric 

choice. 
Fabric A  Cut 2   

Outer pocket linings 

16” W x 12½” T 

ps037 

PFF   Cut 2   ps037 

For rectangle ring 

Tabs 

2” x 2” 



I just couldn't resist using Gerri Robinson’s 

Faded Memories fabric for these tem-

plates! Cut out along the lines of the 

“fabric”. Align on, linings, pockets, inner 

bag and outer bag, foam and PFF.  
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Step 6 Diagram: With right sides together, sew handle 

pieces at dotted line, trim and press! This eliminates bulk on 

handle. 

Lining and Bag- Step 13 

Diagram 

Cut out the 2½” 

squares 

Lets finish this bag! Place the Outer bag inside out. Turn the inner bag 

right side out. Put the inner bag inside the outer bag. Align the top 

edges of both pieces and clip all around. Sew with ¼” seam, being 

careful to catch both inner and outer bags and the tabs in this line of 

stitching. Turn the bag through the opening in the inner bag. Admire! 

Use clips to push the inner bag back into the outer bag, keeping it all 

to the inside. Clips work better than pressing here! Top-stitch the entire 

top of the bag, a nice generous ¼”. Sew slowly over the side seams 

where there is more bulk. 

Bottom Cover:   My bag measured 

about 5” wide X 10”  long on the 

inside bottom. Yours may be a bit 

different, measure inside, subtract a 

1/2” from both measurements and 

cut two pieces of Craf-Tex to this 

size. Sew them together, I just stitch 

a big “X”.  Now using whatever fab-

ric you had left over, cut it an sever-

al inches bigger than Craf-Tex. I usu-

ally just glue it. You can sew it on. 

Doesn’t matter!  I also glue it into 

the bottom of the bag. Clip on the 

handle!  

No, I never sew 

the slit in the 

lining closed! 

Trim away 




